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“How to save the Environment”
Global warming and climate change are the phenomenon that happens nowadays. In a
day we feel very warm due to the ultraviolet rays of the sun and suddenly the weather change
and from the feeling of very warm, rain come in. red tide is also one of a devastated things that
we are encountering. Fishes, shells and other sea foods are contaminated from toxic or waste
materials that factories and companies produced. These waste materials that are being produced
are throwed from the bodies of water causing the decease number of fishes and food resources,
air pollution is also happening nowadays, smoke from vehicles such as jeepney, bus and trucks
make the air become polluted.
Improper waste disposal in one of the malpractices or immoral deeds that human being
committed due to these pollution that people made, environment is the most affected, it is slowly
deteriorated and it has many effects to the world most specially the species of mankind. These
changes greatly reduced the lifespan of a human being causing many diseases and disorders that
lead to death. But the most effect of these things is that people tend to become bad into the state
of immoral. Where in people can’t determine or distinguish goods or bad thing or moral or
immoral things. These are the things that we are suffering now days but still there are many
chances or things that we can do in order to reverse all these. Simple things can be done first by
awake all the people so that each individual will contribute to the good changed that will greatly
affect life. But these things will happen only if I first open my mind and do some good changes.
For example as a nursing student I will implement things by doing some health teaching to each
community in order to widen the mind of each people in the community most specially the youth.
The youth that will soon manage the world.

